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ABSTRACT

This project is initiated by the financial manager of Vision Technology Co., Ltd.
who wishes to convert the accounting system from manual process to computer-based
process. The problems with manual system have slow processes, duplication of work,
data entry errors, and time-consuming financial reports.
The scope of the project is to computerize general ledger system. Since the
company does not have the internal programming staff to design its own system and due
to the fact that this kind of application is common to all business organizations, a
vendor-supplied software package is the best solution. Some of the important criteria
for acquiring an appropriate general ledger (GL) software package include cost,
compatibility, ease of use, flexibility, vendor support, training, maintenance, program
updates, vendor stability, available related software packages and accounting standard
compliance.
The decision has been made to purchase GENEUS GL software package. The
software has been installed on the existing PC and run parallel to the manual system.
The new computerized system is considered to perform satisfactorily on achieving
specified goals with the result that the new system will hopefully enhance the user job
performance and the organizational performance as a whole.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Organization
Vision Technology Co., Ltd. is a one hundred percent Thai owned company
founded in 1982. They import CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) equipments and radio
transceivers from various suppliers. Most of the sales are made by direct selling
through their own sales staff and also by bidding to governmental offices and state
enterprises. The target group of customers covers various types of businesses, such as
oil refinery, heavy industry manufacturing, consumer goods factory, banking, high-rised
building, governmental office and state enterprise, etc.
The company divides the organization into two groups, i.e. CCTV group and
radio transceiver group. Each group has its own profit center. This means each group
has its own sales staff and technical staff. The accounting and financing department is
centralized and works for both group. They prepare Income Statement for each
individual group and then prepare consolidated Income Statement and Balance Sheet.
All of these procedures are done manually from the recording of daily transactions to
the posting to the ledger until the preparation of financial statements.
There are currently two accounting staff doing all the accounting job from
recording daily transactions, posting to the ledger and preparing financial statements.
They close the books and prepare financial statements on a monthly basis. The
situation reveals that it normally takes almost two months to complete the monthly
closing process. For example, the financial statements for the month of January will be
completed around the end of March. This situation is unacceptable and the
management would like to solve the problem. At first they have suggested to increase
one more accounting staff. But the financial manager proposed to use computerized
1

system to replace the current manual system. The management agreed and asked the
financial manager to conduct the feasibility study of the computerized system.

Board of
Directors

CCTV
Manager

Financial
Manager

Radio
Manager

Salesmen

Accounting
Clerks

Salesmen

Technicians

Cashier

Technicians

Figure 1.1. Organization Chart.
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1.2 Significance of the Project
Accounting system is one of the transaction processing system (TPS) that serves
the operational level of the organization. It performs and records the daily, routine
transactions necessary to conduct the business. Data about each transaction are
captured and stored for later aggregation. Reports may be produced immediately or at
specified periods to provide standard summarizations of transactions, and transactions
may be moved from process to process in order to handle all aspects of the business
activity. The goal of system development is to improve transaction processing by
speeding it up, using few people, improving efficiency and accuracy, and providing
information not previously available.
The general ledger system, which is part of the accounting system, is responsible
for maintaining records of the firm's income and expenses and for producing financial
reports such as income statement and balance sheet. These reports play an important
role in a firm's financial success. The management uses financial statements to analyze
the condition of a firm and to plan for its future. The income statement is like a video.
It measures a firm's profitability over a period of time. The firm can choose the length
of the reporting time period. It can be a month, a quarter, or a year. The income
statement shows revenue, expenses, and income. Revenues represent gross income the
firm earned during a particular period of time (usually from sales). Expenses represent
the cost of providing goods and services during a given period of time. Net income is
what is left after expenses are subtracted from revenues.
If the income statement is like a video, a balance sheet is like a still photograph.
The balance sheet shows the firm's assets, liabilities, and equity at a given point in
time. This snapshot of a company's financial position tells us nothing about the firm's
3

financial position before or after that point in time. On the balance sheet, the firm's
assets are listed in order of their liquidity. Liquidity is the ease with which you can
convert an asset to cash. This means that cash and near-cash assets called current assets
are listed first. Assets that are difficult to convert to cash are listed later. On the other
side of the balance sheet, the liabilities that are due earliest, current liabilities, are listed
first. Current liabilities are almost always due within one year. The liabilities due later,
such as long-term debt, are listed later on the balance sheet. The equity section lists the
claims of the owners. The owners' claims include both the amount the owners
contributed when the common stock was first issued, and the total earnings retained by
the firm at the time of the balance sheet. (Gallagher and Andrew, Jr. 2000)
1.3 Objectives of the Project
Systems development projects are undertaken for two primary reasons: to take
advantage of business opportunities or to solve business problems. Taking advantage of
an opportunity might occur by providing an innovative service to customers through the
creation of a new system. Solving a business problem could occur by modifying the
way in which an existing system processes data so that more accurate or timely
information is provided to users. (Hoffer, George and Valacich 1999)
The primary objective of this project is to solve the problem of the accounting
function by converting the manual system to computerized system. The computerized
system is expected to help the accounting staff do their jobs more efficiently and more
effectively by automating routine tasks so that the duplication of data processing can be
eliminated and more accurate and timely financial statements can be provided easily.
The cost to develop a new system should be minimal and within the set budget of
10,000 Bahts. In order to save the investment cost as well as to better utilize the
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existing resources the new system should also be able to integrate with the existing
hardware and operating software.
1.4 Scope of the Project
The scope of the project is to computerize the general ledger system. The
project's scope is determined by these factors:
(1)

The defined project will attain its desired objective by solving the problem
of the slow process of closing accounting books and providing more timely
financial statements.

(2)

The general ledger system is the basic system that should be put in place
first. Once the basic system is in place, additional modules can be added
easily as needed in future.

(3)

Since the users are not familiar with the application area it is too risky to
conduct the whole accounting systems, such as inventory control system,
accounts receivable system, accounts payable system, etc., altogether at the
same time. Given that larger projects are technically riskier than small
projects, the company cannot afford to have too many of these.

(4)

If we conduct the whole accounting systems which are very complex,
i mplementation will take a long time to complete or it may not be
completed at all.

(5)

The defined project is feasible to meet the budget limit. Any larger project
is not likely to do so. For the given situation the most appropriate approach
to acquiring the new system is to purchase a pre-written package.

5

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview
The analysis and design of computer-based information systems began in the
1950s. Since then, the development environment has changed dramatically, driven by
organizational needs as well as by rapid changes in the technological capabilities of
computers. In the 50s, the focus of the development effort was on the processes the
software performed. Computers were large, expensive, and not very reliable. All
applications had to be developed in machine language or assembly language, and they
had to be developed from scratch, as there was no software industry.
But the 60s saw important breakthroughs in technology that enabled the
development of smaller, faster, less expensive computers (mini-computers) and the
beginnings of the software industry. Most organizations still developed their
applications from scratch, using their in-house development staffs.

System

development was more of an art than a science. This view of systems development
began to change in the 1970s, however, as organizations began to realize how expensive
it was to develop customized information systems for every application. Systems
development came to be more disciplined as many people worked to make it more like
engineering.
The 1980s were also marked by major breakthrough in computing in
organizations, as microcomputers became key organizational tools. The software
industry expanded greatly as more and more people began to write off-the-shelf
software for microcomputers. Organizations developed less software in-house and
bought relatively more from software vendors.

6

The growth of the software industry has been phenomenal since its beginnings in
the mid - 1960s. Now, some of the largest computer companies in the world, as
measured by the Datamation 100, are companies that produce software exclusively (see
Table 2.1). Consulting firms, such as American Management Systems and Andersen
Consulting, also rank in the top 40 packaged software producers.

Table 2.1. The Top 10 U.S. Software Companies in the 1996 Datamation 100.
Rank among
Software Companies

Revenues from
Company

Software, 1996

1

IBM

$ 12,911

2

Microsoft

9,435

3

Hitachi

5,487

4

Fujitsu

4,755

5

Computer Associates

3,157

6

NEC

2,310

7

Oracle

2,280

8

SAP

1,700

9

Novell

1,225

10

Digital

1,225

Notes: Revenue in millions
Adapted from Datamation, July 1997
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Software companies develop what are sometimes called prepackaged or off-theshelf systems. The packaged software development industry serves many market
segments. Their software offerings range from general, broad-based packages, such as
general ledger, to very narrow, niche packages, such as software to help manage a day
care center. Software companies develop software to run on many different computer
platforms, from microcomputers to large mainframes. The companies range in size
from just a few people to thousands of employees. Software companies consult with
system users after the initial software design has been completed and an early version of
the system has been built. The systems are then beta-tested in actual organizations to
determine whether there are any problems with the software or if any improvements can
be made. Until testing is completed, the system is not offered for sale to the public.
Unfortunately, the software is sometimes put on the market before it is ready. (Hoffer,
George and Valacich 1999)
An application software package is a set of prewritten, precoded application
software programs that are commercially available for sale or lease. Application
software packages may range from a simple task (e.g., printing address labels from a
database on a PC) to more than 400 program modules with 500,000 lines of code for a
complex mainframe system.
Packages have flourished because there are many applications that are common to
all business organizations, for example, payroll, accounts receivable, general ledger, or
inventory control. For such universal functions with standard procedures, a generalized
system will fulfill the requirements of many organizations.
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Table 2.2. Examples of Application Software Packages.
Accounts receivable

Job costing

Accounts payble

Library systems

Bond and stock management

Life insurance

Computer-aided design (CAD)

Mailing labels

Document imaging

Order processing

E - mail

Payroll

General ledger

Process control

Groupware

Purchase order

Healthcare

Sales analysis

Hotel management

Tax accounting

Internet telephone

Web browser

Inventory control

Word processing

When an appropriate software package is available, it is often not necessary for a
company to write its own programs; the prewritten, predesigned, pretested software
package can fulfill most of the requirements and can be substituted instead. The
package vendor has already done most of the design, programming, and testing, so the
time frame and costs for developing a new system should be considerably reduced.
Another advantage is that vendors supply much of the ongoing maintenance and support
for the system, supplying enhancements to keep the system in line with ongoing
technical and business developments. (Laudon 2000)
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2.2 Software Acquisition
From requirements determination, you know what the current system does and
you know what the users would like the replacement system to do. Thus, at this point
you understand why a replacement system is necessary to fix problems in the current
system. Next, you determine how to acquire the replacement system, such as whether
the software should be built in-house or whether the software should be bought off-theshelf.
Once you have decided to purchase off-the-shelf software rather than write some
or all of the software for your new system, how do you decide what to buy? There are
several criteria to consider, and special criteria may arise with each potential software
purchase. The most common criteria are as follows:
(1)

Cost

(2)

Functionality

(3)

Vendor support

(4)

Viability of vendor

(5)

Flexibility

(6)

Documentation

(7)

Response time

(8)

Ease of installation

These criteria are presented in no particular order. The relative importance of the
criteria will vary from project to project and from organization to organization. If you
had to choose two criteria that would always be among the most important, those two
would probably be vendor viability and vendor support. You don't want to get involved
with a vendor that might not be in business tomorrow. Similarly, you don't want to
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license software from a vendor with a reputation for poor support. How you rank the
importance of the remaining criteria will very much depend on the specific situation in
which you find yourself.
Cost involves comparing the cost of developing the same system in-house to the
cost of purchasing or licensing the software package. You should include a comparison
of the cost of purchasing vendor upgrades or annual license fees with the costs you
would incur to maintain your own software. Functionality refers to the tasks the
software can perform and the mandatory, essential, and desired system features. Can
the software package perform all or just some of the tasks your users need? If some,
can it perform the necessary core tasks?
Vendor support refers to whether and how much support the vendor can provide.
Support occurs in the form of assistance to install the software, to train user and systems
staff on the software, and to provide help as problems arise after installation. Related to
support is the vendor's viability. You don't want to get stuck with software developed
by a vendor that might go out of business soon. This later point should not be
minimized. The software industry is quite dynamic, and innovative application
software is created by entrepreneurs working from home offices, the classic cottage
industry. Such organizations, even with outstanding software, often do not have the
resources or business management ability to stay in business very long. Further,
competitive moves by major software firms can render the products of smaller firms
outdated or incompatible with operating systems. Keeping up with hardware and
system software change may be more than a small firm can handle, and good off-theshelf application software is lost.
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Flexibility refers to how easy it is for you, or the vendor, to customize the
software. If the software is not very flexible, your users may have to adapt the way they
work to fit the software. Are they likely to adapt in this manner? Purchased software
can be modified in several ways. Sometimes, the vendor will be willing to make
custom changes for you, if you are willing to pay for the redesign and programming.
Some vendors design the software for customization. For example, the software may
include several different ways of processing data and, at installation time, the customer
chooses which to initiate. Also displays and reports may be easily redesigned if these
modules are written in a fourth-generation language. Reports, forms, and displays may
be easily customized using a process whereby your company name and chosen titles for
reports, displays, forms, column headings, etc. are selected from a table of parameters
you provide. You may want to employ some of these same customization techniques
for in-house developed systems so that the software can be easily adapted for different
business units, product lines, or departments.
Documentation includes the user's manual as well as technical documentation.
How understandable and up-to-date is the documentation? What is the cost for multiple
copies, if required? Response time refers to how long it takes the software package to
respond to the user's requests in an interactive session. Another measure of time would
be how long it takes the software to complete running a job. Finally, ease of installation
is a measure of the difficulty of loading the software and making it operational.
(Hoffer, George and Valacich 1999)
Application software packages must be thoroughly evaluated before they can be
used as the foundation of a new information system. The most important evaluation
criteria are the functions provided by the package, flexibility, user-friendliness,
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hardware and software resources, database requirements, installation and maintain
effort, documentation, vendor quality, and cost. When a software package solution is
selected, the organization no longer has total control over the system design process. At
best, packages can meet only 70 percent of most organizations' requirements. If the
package cannot adapt to the organization, the organization will have to adapt to the
package and change its procedures. (Laudon 2000)
As discussed earlier, the decision to purchase software systems from a vendor and
install them directly or to design and implement a system using internal staff are the
two extreme possibilities. Probably the difficulties of software acquisition are caused
by the nature of software. It is an intangible goods that performs a service. It is
difficult to specify, measure, determine costs, estimate installation time, or determine
reliability. The major advantages of purchasing a software package are that it is usually
less expensive than internal design and it usually takes a shorter length of time to install
the system.
Determined by the situation, the acquisition process can be as simple as
contacting one vendor and evaluating the products of just that vendor. Or the process
may involve the development of a formal request for proposal (RFP). Under specific
circumstances the informal process of directly contacting a single vendor may be
appropriate. This is the case when the product is unique to that vendor or when the
decision has been made previously to deal with a specific vendor for particular types of
software. While the more formal procedure of issuing an RFP may be more time
consuming, it will often result in a more thorough consideration of the available
products.
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The availability of new releases of the system when it is improved and the
compatibility of the software with both the present hardware and software are essential.
With software, the compatibility issue should not simply be limited to the present
configuration but should address any restrictions an acquisition may impose in the
future. For example, if we are presently considering the acquisition of a general ledger
system, we must also investigate how other related packages, such as accounts
receivable and inventory control packages, will interface with the general ledger system
being considered.
The selection decision is usually made by management using the data and advice
provided by information system technicians. The manager responsible for the
acquisition of the software must also be allowed to make the decision of which product
to acquire. Whenever possible, the users should be involved in the final selection
process. Satisfying the needs of the users should be the ultimate objective of the
acquisition. Without their participation, this may not be accomplished. (Mensching
and Adams 1991)
2.3 System Implementation
System implementation is made up of many activities. The four major activities
we are concerned with in this project are installation, documentation, training, and
support.
Installation is the process during which the current system is replaced by the new
system. This includes conversion of existing data, software, documentation, and work
procedures to those consistent with the new system. Users must give up the old ways of
doing their jobs, whether manual or automated, and adjust to accomplishing the same
tasks with the new system. Four different approaches to installation have emerged over
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the years: direct, parallel, single location, and phased. The approach an organization
decides to use will depend on the scope and complexity of the change associated with
the new system and the organization's risk aversion.
Direct installation is as sudden as the name indicates: the old system is turned off
and the new system is turned on. If the new system fails, considerable delay may occur
until the old system can again be made operational and business transactions reentered
to make the database up-to-date. For these reasons, direct installation can be very risky.
Further, direct installation requires a complete installation of the whole system. For a
large system, this may mean a long time until the new system can be installed, thus
delaying system benefits or even missing the opportunities that motivated the system
request. On the other hand, it is the least expensive installation method.
Parallel installation is as riskless as direct installation is risky. Under parallel
installation, the old system continues to run alongside the new system until users and
management are satisfied that the new system is effectively performing its duties and
the old system can be turned off. Since all work is essentially done twice, a parallel
installation can be very expensive; running two systems implies employing two staffs to
not only operate both systems but also to maintain them.
Single location installation also known as location and pilot installation, is a
middle-of-the-road approach compared to direct and parallel installation. Rather than
convert all of the organization at once, single location installation involves changing
from the current to the new system in only one place or in a series of separate sites over
time. The single location may be a branch office, a single factory, or one department,
and the actual approach used for installation in that location may be any of the other
approaches. As with each of the other approaches (except phased installation), the

15
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whole system is installed; however, some parts of the organization will not get the
benefits of the new system until the pilot installation has been completely tested.
Phased installation, also called staged installation, is an incremental approach.
Under phased installation, the new system is brought on-line in functional components;
different parts of the old and new systems are used in cooperation until the whole new
system is installed. Phased installation, like single location installation, is an attempt to
limit the organization's exposure to risk, whether in terms of cost or disruption of the
business.
Documentation can be divided into two basic types, system documentation and
user documentation. While system documentaion is intended primarily for maintenance
programmers, user documentation is intended primarily for users. User documentation
consists of written or other visual information about an application system, how it
works, and how to use it. For end-user applications, the nature and purpose of
documentation has changed from documentation intended for the maintenance
programmer to documentation for the end user. Application-oriented documentation,
whose purpose is to increase user understanding and utilization of the organization's
computing resources, has also come to be important. While some of this user-oriented
documentation continues to be supplied by the information systems department, much
of it now originates with vendors and with users themselves.
Training and support are critical for the success of an information system.
Computer training has typically been provided in classes and tutorials. The current
emphasis in training is on automated delivery methods, such as on-line reference
facilities, multimedia training, and electronic performance support systems. The latter
embed training in applications themselves in an attempt to make training a seamless
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part of using an application for daily operations. The emphasis in support is also on
providing on-line delivery, including on-line support forums and bulletin board systems.
As organizations move toward client/server architectures, they rely more on vendors for
support. Vendors provide many on-line support services, and they work with customers
to bring many aspects of on-line support in-house. An information center provides
general support to all users, and a help desk provides aid to users in a particular
department or for a particular system. (Hoffer, George and Valacich 1999)
How can we tell whether a system is successful? This is not always an easy
question to answer. Not everyone may agree about the value or effectiveness of a
particular information system. Individuals with different decision-making styles or
ways of approaching a problem may have totally different opinions about the same
system. To further complicate the picture, what users say they like or want in a new
information system may not necessarily produce any meaningful improvements in
organizational performance. (Markus and Keil 1994)
Nevertheless, MIS researchers have looked for a formal set of measures for rating
systems. Various criteria have been developed, but the following measures of system
success are considered the most important:
(1)

High levels of system use, as measured by polling users, employing
questionnaires, or monitoring parameters such as the volume of on-line
transactions.

(2)

User satisfaction with the system, as measured by questionnaires or
interviews. This might include users' opinions on the accuracy, timeliness,
and relevance of information; on the quality of service; and perhaps on the
schedule of operations. Especially critical are managers' attitudes on how
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well their information needs were satisfied (Davis 1989; Ives 1983;
Westcott 1985) and users' opinions about how well the system enhanced
their job performance.
(3)

Favorable attitudes of users about information systems and the information
systems staff

(4)

Achieved objectives, the extent to which the system meets its specified
goals, as reflected by improved organizational performance and decision
making resulting from use of the system.

(5)

Financial payoff to the organization, either by reducing costs or by
increasing sales or profits.

Measures of
information
system
success

V

V

User
satisfaction

Favorable
attitudes about

Achieved
system

Financial payoff

with system

IS function

objectives

V

V
High levels of
system use

V

Figure 2.1. Measures of Information System Success.
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The fifth measure is considered to be of limited value even though cost-benefit
analysis may have figured heavily in the decision to build a particular system. The
benefits of an information system may not be totally quantifiable. Moreover, tangible
benefits cannot be easily demonstrated for the more advanced decision-support system
applications. And even though cost-benefit methodology has been rigorously pursued,
the history of many systems development projects has shown that realistic estimates
have always been difficult to formulate. MIS researchers have preferred to concentrate
instead on the human and organizational measures of system success such as
information quality, system quality, and the impact of systems on organization
performance. (Lucas 1981; Delone and McLean 1992)
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HI. ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM

3.1 Accounting Books Used in the Manual System
There are eight accounting books used to record the accounting transactions:
(1)

Cash Receivable Book, used to record the amount of cash and cheque
receipts including the amount received from bank transfer and bank credit
advices.

(2)

Bank Payment Book, used to record payments by cheques including bank
debit advices.

(3)

Petty Cash Payment Book, used to record payments by petty cash.

(4)

Purchase Tax Report Book, used to record the purchase tax amounts from
purchase tax invoices.

(5)

Sales Tax Report Book, used to record sales amounts and sales tax amounts
from tax invoices.

(6)

Goods Purchased Book, used to record the cost of goods purchased from
suppliers.

(7)

Revenues & Expenses Book, contains all general ledger accounts as shown
on the income statement. This book is used to record the transactions
posting from cash receivable book, bank payment vouchers, petty cash
payment vouchers, sales tax report book, and journal vouchers.

(8)

Assets & Liabilities Book, contains all general ledger accounts as shown on
the balance sheet. This book is used to record the transactions posting from
cash receivable book, bank payment vouchers, petty cash payment vouchers,
purchase tax report book, sales tax report book, and journal vouchers.
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3.2 Steps in Manual System
The steps involved in the process of the current manual system from daily
operation to the preparation of financial statements:
(1)

Record transactions from receipt vouchers into Cash Receivable Book.

(2)

Record transactions from bank payment vouchers into Bank Payment Book
and the related general ledger accounts.

(3)

Record transactions from petty cash payment vouchers into Petty Cash
Payment Book and the related general ledger accounts.

(4)

Record transactions from purchase tax invoices into Purchase Tax Report
Book.

(5)

Record transactions from tax invoices into Sales Tax Report Book.

(6)

Record the cost of purchased goods from bank payment vouchers, petty
cash payment vouchers, and journal vouchers into Goods Purchased Book.

(7)

Sum up the amounts in Cash Receivable Book at the end of the month and
post to related general ledger accounts, Bank Payment Book, and Petty Cash
Payment Book.

(8)

Sum up the amounts in Purchase Tax Report Book at the end of the month
and post to related general ledger accounts.

(9)

Sum up the amounts in Sales Tax Report Book at the end of the month and
post to related general ledger accounts.

(10) Post transactions from journal vouchers to related general ledger accounts.
(11) Close Bank Payment Book at the end of the month.
(12) Close Petty Cash Payment Book at the end of the month.
(13) Close Goods Purchased Book at the end of the month.
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(14) Close Revenues & Expenses Book at the end of the month.
(15) Close Assets & Liabilities Book at the end of the month.
(16) Prepare Trial Balance:
(a)

Post the debit balance from Petty Cash Payment Book into Trial
Balance.

(b)

Post the debit or credit balances from Bank Payment Book into Trial
Balance.

(c)

Post the debit or credit balances from Goods Purchased Book into
Trial Balance.

(d)

Post the debit or credit balances from Revenues & Expenses Book
into Trial Balance.

(e)

Post the debit or credit balances from Assets & Liabilities Book into
Trial Balance.

(f)

Sum up the debit and credit balances on Trial Balance and check if
the total debit and total credit are equal. If they are equal, then we
can proceed to prepare Cost of Goods Sold Statement.

(17) Prepare Cost of Goods Sold Statement:
(a)

Post the beginning inventory amount into Cost of Goods Sold
Statement.

(b)

Post the debit or credit balances from Goods Purchased Book into
Cost of Goods Sold Statement.

(c)

Post the ending inventory amount into Cost of Goods Sold Statement.

(d)

Find the amount of the cost of goods sold by using the relations:
Cost of goods sold = beginning inventory+purchase-ending inventory.
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(18) Prepare Income Statement:
(a)

Post the sales revenue and all other revenues from Revenues &
Expenses Book into Income Statement.

(b)

Post the expenses from Revenues & Expenses Book into Income
Statement.

(c)

Find the net income using the relations:
Net income = revenues - expenses

(19) Prepare Consolidated Income Statement by adding Income Statement of
CCTV group and Income Statement of Radio Transceiver group.
(20) Prepare Balance Sheet:
(a)

Post the debit or credit balances from Assets & Liabilities Book into
each category of assets, liabilities and owner's equity in Balance
Sheet.

(b)

Post the net income from Income Statement into the retained earnings
in Balance Sheet.

(c)

Sum up the total assets and total liabilities and equity. The total of
both sides of Balance Sheet must be equal.
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Record daily transactions

Sum up the amounts in daily books

vir
Post the sum to general ledger

Sum up the amounts in general ledger

Prepare Trial Balance

Check Trial Balance
Error found
No error
Prepare Cost of Sales by group

Prepare P & L by group

Prepare consolidated P & L
-------

F
Prepare Balance Sheet
Start a new period

Figure 3.1. The Flowchart of the Current Manual GL System.
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Figure 3.2. Data Flow Diagram for Current Manual GL System.
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3.3 Problems with Current System
The problems which exist in the current manual system are as follows:
(1)

The process is very slow due to the entire process is done by hand. It
normally takes one month to complete the closing process of the accounting
books. On many occasions, it takes about two months to get the financial
statements.

(2)

There is a substantial amount of redundant steps of data processing on
preparing, entering, calculating and posting which has caused a high level of
inaccuracy or inconsistency.

(3)

The management lacks up-to-date information to analyze the financial
condition of the firm and to plan for its future.
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IV. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

4.1 User Requirements
After determining how current manual system functions and realizing the
problems existed in the current system, the next step is to assess what users would like
to see in a new system. After gathering information from the users, the requirements in
the new computerized system are as follows:
(1)

The users demand that the system is easy to install, easy to use, and flexible
enough to fit the current manual system.

(2)

The selected software must be able to run on the existing hardware and
operating system software to save the investment cost.

(3)

The selected software should also be easy to upgrade when it is improved or
when the regulations change.

(4)

The selected software must be able to provide accounting reports that
comply with accounting standard practices and all other governing
regulations.

(5)

The vendor must provide sufficient training on how to install and use the
system as well as provide help as problems arise after installation.

(6)

The vendor must have other accounting packages that can integrate with the
general ledger system if this should be required in future.

(7)

The continued financial health of the vendor must be considered carefully
to ensure their long maintenance support to the system.
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4.2 Software Acquisition
Determined by the situation, the best decision is to purchase the pre-written
software package from the selected vendor. The selected software package is called
GENEUS General Ledger system. GENEUS software packages are developed by Thai
Software Enterprise Co., Ltd. and distributed by SVOA Center Co., Ltd. The company
decides to purchase the software from a branch of SVOA Center which is located near
the office. The selection decision which is mutually agreed by the management and the
users is based on the following reasons:
(1)

As mentioned earlier, general ledger is the application that is common to all
business organization so it is not necessary for the company to write its own
program which would require considerable time and cost. Moreover, the
company does not even have the expertise or personnel available to develop
the system in-house.

(2)

The selected software has been well-known as the Thai-language
accounting software for more than 15 years. Their software has been tested
and used for long time and would usually be more reliable than other brands
that were just recently released.

(3)

The selected vendor (SVOA Center) has been in IT business for more than
20 years with more than 70 dealers nationwide which can guarantee the
stability of the firm.

(4)

The cost of the selected software is in fact the only one which meets the set
budget of 10,000 Bahts. Table 4.1 illustrates the price comparison among
the Thai-language accounting software available in the market.
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(5)

The design of the selected software is compatible with the current
accounting structure so the users do not have to adapt the ways they work to
fit the software.

(6)

The selected software is very flexible because additional modules, such as
inventory control, accounts receivable, etc. can be added as needed in
future.

(7)

The selected software meets the objectives and scope of the project as well
as meets the user requirements.

Table 4.1. Price Comparison of General Ledger Software Package.
Price (Baht)

Brand

9,650

GENEUS GL
Express

16,000

BC ACCOUNT

20,000

CD Organizer

14,700

Auto Flight

25,000

Accellent

19,000

4.3 System Requirements
The hardware and software required for the new system are as follows:
(1) Hardware:
(a)

Personal Computer Pentium 100 MHZ up

(b)

Minimum 8 MB RAM

(c)

Minimum 40 MB Hard Disk Space
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(d)

Dot Matrix Printer 15"

(2) Software:
(a)

MS DOS Version 5.0 up

(b)

TSM (Thai System Manager) for DOS

(c)

GENEUS GL Program

The accounting department currently possesses one stand-alone PC with Pentium
166 MMX, RAM 16 MB and hard disk 2.1 GB. The dot matrix 15" printer is also
available. Therefore, it is not necessary to acquire additional hardware.
For software acquisition, since Windows 95 has already been installed in this PC,
so we can use MS DOS on Windows 95 as the operating system. We need to acquire
only the application softwares which consist of TSM for DOS program and GENEUS
GL program. The total cost is equal to 9,650 Bahts.
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V. CHARACTERISTICS OF GENEUS GL SYSTEM

5.1 General Features
GENEUS General Ledger (GL) system is the application software program used
to record accounting transactions and automatically post data to update ledger accounts,
close the ledger accounts, and generate financial statements at the end of the period.
The general features of GENEUS GL system are as follows:
(1)

Perform in Real Batch Processing, i.e. record all the transactions before
posting to general ledger.

(2)

Contain Menu Driven and Full Screen Editing.

(3)

Contain Error Message to show mistake during operation.

(4)

Contain Password for security protection.

(5)

Contain On-Line Help to assist in operation.

(6)

Can provide the description of each transaction.

(7)

Check the total debit and credit while recording to prevent unbalance result.

(8)

Can select the year A.D. or B.E.

(9)

Can select the output report either on screen or on hard copy through
printer.

(10) Provide necessary reports for tax purpose, such as purchase tax report and
sales tax report.
(11)

Provide financial statements, such as income statement and balance sheet.

(12) Provide financial analysis reports for management, such as financial ratio
report and comparative income statement.
(13) Comply with accounting standard and Revenue Department Announcement.
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5.2 Capacities of the System
GENEUS GL system can be used as the stand-alone system or can be integrated
with other related system. Another capacities of the system are listed below:
(1)

Can handle both inventory methods either Perpetual or Periodic.

(2)

Can specify the number of closing period from one to thirteen time per one
year.

(3)

Can assign department code. The maximum characters for department
codes are 3 characters with unlimited department codes.

(4)

Maximum daily transaction books are 20 books.

(5)

Maximum characters for accounting codes are 7 characters with unlimited
accounting codes.

(6)

Maximum accounting amounts are 90,000,000,000.00 Bahts.

(7)

Can keep historical records up to 5 years.

(8)

Can input budget figures to compare with actual figures.

5.3 Steps in GENEUS GL System
The steps involved in the process of GENEUS GL system from the beginning
stage until the closing stage are as follows:
(1) The beginning stage. This stage is done only once:
(a) Open a new system; set the necessary data to be used with the system:
(1) Set basic data; such as select the year A.D. or B.E., the starting
month of accounting period, the number of closing period in one
year, the current year, the printer number, the inventory method,
income statement by department (Y/N), historical record (Y/N),
profit & loss accounting code, retained earning accounting code,
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cost of goods sold accounting code, the last date of each
monthly closing.
(2)

Open new files; to create empty files for storing the data from
daily operation.

(3)

Set password; to protect the system from unauthorized user.

(4)

Set company's name and address.

(5)

Set types of daily books; to specify how many daily books to be
used in the system and the code number and the name of each
book.

(6)

Set department codes; to set how many departments and the
code number and name of each department. These data are
used to generate income statement by department.

(7)

Set accounting ranges for analysis and closing process; to set the
ranges of the accounts according to the categories specified in
financial statements, such as current assets, fixed assets, other
assets, current liabilities, long-term liabilities, owner's equity,
revenues and expenses.

(b) Set details of accounting chart; to create the main accounting file
which records the details of account codes, account names,
department codes, department names and balance brought forward of
each account:
(1) Set accounting codes; to set all accounting codes used in the
company's accounting system. The codes must be correspond
to step (a) "Open a new system".
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(2)

Set acccounting names; to set all accounting names used in the
company's accounting system. The names must be correspond
to step (a) "Open a new system".

(3)

Set department codes; to set department codes for the accounts
used to generate income statement by each department.

(4)

Record beginning balances; to record beginning balances of
each account from the manual system.

(c)

Record the budget amount of each account; if the company has budget
system to control the actual revenues and expenses. These records
will be used to generate comparative income statement.

(d)

Record historical data of each account; to record the historical data of
each account. These records will be used to generate comparative
income statement.

(2) Daily operation:
(a)

Record the current date. This is to enter the current date when the
operator starts to input the daily transactions. This date will be used
to generate the daily reports.

(b)

Record daily transactions. This is to input the daily transaction data
from various vouchers according to double entry principle.

(c)

Print daily reports. After we input all daily transaction data for the
whole month we may ask the system to generate daily report printout
to keep as accounting documents.

(d)

Check daily reports. This is to check if there is any mistake on the
daily operation.
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(e)

Post data to general ledger. If there is no mistake then we instruct the
system to post the daily input data to general ledger.

(f)

Backup data. This is to back up data from hard disk to floppy disk for
protection of data in case if there is any problem to hard disk later
such as electricity failure.

(3) Closing process. This is to prepare financial reports and close the accounts:
(a)

Prepare cost of sales statement. From the menu of accounting reports
we select the sub menu of cost of sales statement to input the ending
balance of inventory account of each department.

(b)

Prepare income statement. If we have set at the beginning stage that
we need the cost of sales statement then we do not have to process
this step. But if we do not indicate that we need the cost of sales
statement then we have to input the ending balance of inventory
account of each department.

(c)

Print financial reports. From the menu of accounting reports we
select and print successively the sub menu of general ledger, trial
balance, costs of sales, income statement, balance sheet, financial
ratio report, etc.

(d)

Backup data. We back up data from hard disk to floppy disk again to
save the data if there is any problem to the hard disk later and also for
the purpose of any correction to the data if required.

(e)

Close the accounts. This is to transfer the total amount of the data for
this period to next period. The data of this period are then deleted.
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Open a new system
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Start a new date
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Prepare cost of sales

Close the accounts
Start a new period

Figure 5.1. The Flowchart of the GENEUS GL System.
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Figure 5.2. Data Flow Diagram for GENEUS GL System.
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VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

After installation of GENEUS GL program the parallel conversion approach; both
the manual system and the computerized system are run together, has been used to
assure that the new system functions correctly. The performance evaluation is also
been made to determine if the new system meets the organizational and user
requirements. The results are as follows:
(1)

The computerized system can increase speed of accounts closing process.
During the parallel testing for two months of closing period the results of
the speed increase are 44 percent and 46 percent respectively. The results
of the performance of each system are as shown in Table 6.1.

(2)

From the result of speed increase we can now perform cost-benefit
comparisons by using the concept of the time value of money. The costs of
the project consist of one time cost which is the purchase cost (bht 9,650)
and recurring cost which is the annual maintenance cost (bht 1,780). The
benefit of the project can be calculated based on the time saved by 500
minutes per month. The salaries of two accounting staff are equal to bht
18,000 per month or bht 1.33 per minute (18,000 / 30 / 7.5 / 60). The
benefit the company receives per month is equal to bht 665 (500 x 1.33) and
bht 7,980 per year (665 x 12). The current interest rate or discount rate is
set at 10%. Because most information systems have a useful life of more
than one year and will provide benefits and incur expenses for more than
one year, we will use a three-year time for cost-benefit analysis calculation
(see Table 6.2).
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Table 6.1. The Time Spent in Manual System and Computerized System.
The Time Spent in Manual System (in Minutes)
18t Month

2" Month

1. Record daily transactions

585

568

2. Sum up the amounts in daily books

120

117

20

19

4. Sum up the amounts in general ledger

120

117

5. Prepare Trial Balance

110

107

6. Prepare Cost of Sales Statement

60

58

7. Prepare Income Statement

65

63

8. Prepare Balance Sheet

50

49

1,130

1,098

Activities

3. Post the sum to general ledger

Total

The Time Spent in Computerized System (in Minutes)
1st Month

Activities

2" Month

425

398

2. Print daily reports

50

47

3. Check daily reports

65

60

65

60

10

10

15

15

630

590

1. Record daily transactions

4. Post data to general ledger, print general
ledger, print Trial Balance, backup data
5. Prepare Cost of Sales Statement, Income
Statement
6. Print Financial Statements, backup data,
close the accounts
Total

Computerized System VS Manual System = 630 VS 1130
=

Speed increased

500
44%
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590 VS 1098
508
46%

Table 6.2. Cost-Benefit Comparisons.

Net economic benefit
Discount rate (10%)
PV of benefit
NPV of all benefits

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
0
7,980
7,980
7,980
1.0000 0.9091 0.8264 0.7513
7,255
6,595
5,995
0
13,850

19,845

Total

0

7,255

19,845

One-time cost
Recurring cost
Discount rate (10%)
PV of recurring cost

(9,650)
0
1.0000
0

0
0.9091
0

NPV of all costs

(9,650) (9,650) (11,121) (12,458) (12,458)

Overall NPV Cash Flow

(9,650) (2,395)

(1,780) (1,780)
0.8264 0.7513
(1,471) (1,337)

2,729

7,387

Overall ROI (Overall NPV Cash Flow / NPV of all costs)

7,387
59%

PV is the present value of the future amount in each year.
NPV is the net present value accumulated at the end of each year.
The overall net present value cash flow for the project (bht 7,387) shows that
overall, benefits from the project exceed costs.
The overall return on investment (ROI) for the project is also shown 59%.
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(3) The computerized system can save personnel expenses. As mentioned
earlier, the management has initially decided to increase the number of
accounting staff. If say, increasing one person, it will cost about 8,000
Bahts per month for basic salary alone or 96,000 Bahts annually. The
purchasing cost of GENEUS GL software package is 9,650 Bahts and this is
one time payment. This obvious saving will be accumulated over the years.
(4) The program is easy to install. The installation process is very simple and
takes only two minutes to complete the installation. The installation
process is done by following steps:
(a)

Click Start \ Run on Windows

(b)

Insert GL program diskette volume 1 in drive A and type:
A:GLINST A C 1

(c)

<ENTER>

The installation run until the instruction on screen says:
Insert program diskette volume 2 in drive A

(d)

Replace the program diskette and press

(e)

Wait until it says on screen:

<ENTER>

Installation complete
(5) The program is easy to use. It contains Menu Driven and Full Screen
Editing, i.e. there are selective headings for each stage of function. If there
is any error during operation, we can go back to the error spot to correct it.
(6) The program is very flexible which can easily adapt to the current manual
system.
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(7)

The program is able to run on the existing hardware and operating software
without any problem. This has also improved the asset utilization of the
firm.

(8)

The upgrade (if any) in future will be easy to do. The vendor will provide
the upgrade diskette. The installation of the upgrade diskette is exactly the
same as the existing version. The upgrade version will automatically
convert the data from the old version to the new version.

(9)

The accounting procedures and the financial reports generated from the
system conform with accounting standard practices and revenue codes.

(10) The vendor has provided training for two accounting staff on how to install
and use the system at the vendor's office. If there is any problem or
question arised after training the vendor's supporting staff will help to solve
the problem either by telephone or personal contact.
(11)

The computerized system has reduced the repetitive data input and at the
same time increased the financial output (see Table 6.3).

(12) The vendor also has other accounting software packages that can integrate
with the general ledger system if this should be required in future.
(13) The financial health of the vendor is considered to be in good position.
They have been in IT business for more than 20 years with more than 70
dealers and more than 20,000 customers nationwide.
(14) The computerized system creates a new opportunity for the current staff to
acquire new roles and job skills.
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Table 6.3. The Output from Manual System and Computerized System.
The Output from Manual System
1.

Trial Balance

2.

Cost of Sales Statement

3.

Income Statement

4.

Balance Sheet

The Output from Computerized System
1.

Daily Transaction Report

2.

General Ledger Account Report

3.

Purchase Tax Report

4.

Sales Tax Report

5.

Trial Balance

6.

Cost of Sales Statement

7.

Income Statement

8.

Balance Sheet

9.

Income Statement compared with prior period

10.

Income Statement compared with same period last year

11.

Income Statement compared with budget

12.

Financial Ratio Analysis Report

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conclusions
Vision Technology Co., Ltd. is a Thai company founded in 1982. They divide
their business into two groups, CCTV and radio transceiver. The accounting
department prepares income statement for each group as well as the consolidated
income statement and balance sheet. The current accounting system is an entirely
manual system which has created a lot of problems such as the slow process of accounts
closing, the inaccurancy of repetitive data, and the lack of timely financial statements.
As accounting information is important for the company's financial success, the
management decides to solve the problems by computerizing the general ledger system
within the budget of 10,000 Bahts.
If a company has a need for a computerized information system but does not have
the programming staff to develop the system in-house, a software package is a good
solution. The major advantages of purchasing a software package are that it is usually
less expensive and takes a shorter length of time to install the system. There are many
applications that are common to all business organizations, e.g. payroll, accounts
receivable, general ledger, inventory control, etc. There are also several vendors who
developed software packages. The criteria to choose among packaged software
products include cost, functionality, vendor support, vendor viability, flexibility,
documentation, response time, and ease of installation. The two most important criteria
may be vendor viability and vendor support. Under specific situation, such as when
there is only limited budget or when the product is unique to that vendor, the informal
process of directly contacting a single vendor may be appropriate. The selection
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decision is usually made by management, however, the users should also be involved in
the final selection. After acquisition, system implementation follows. System
implementation consists of four activities; installation, documentation, training, and
support. Installation includes conversion of the current system to the new system.
There are four types of installation, direct, parallel, single location, and phased.
Documentation can be divided into two basic types, system documentation and user
documentation. Training and support are provided by the vendor who supplied the
software package. The success of the implementation can be measured by various
criteria include (1) high levels of system use, (2) user satisfaction, (3) favorable user
attitudes about the information system and its staff, (4) achieved objectives, and (5)
financial payoff to the organization.
The current manual system uses eight accounting books to record the accounting
transactions. They are (1) cash receivable book, (2) bank payment book, (3) petty cash
payment book, (4) purchase tax report book, (5) sales tax report book, (6) goods
purchased book, (7) revenues & expenses book, and (8) assets & liabilities book. There
are twenty steps in the process of the current manual system starting from the record of
daily transaction data to the sum up of the amounts and posting to the ledger until the
preparation of financial statements. The problems on the manual system are that the
processes are very slow with a lot of redundant steps of data processing and the result of
these slow processes are that the management lacks up-to-date financial infonnation.
After determining the existing problems of the manual system, the user
requirements have been gathered to assess what they would like to see in a new system.
The users demand that the selected software must be easy to install, easy to use, easy to
upgrade and flexible enough to fit the current manual system. The users also demand
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that the vendor must provide sufficient training and long lasting support to the system.
The choice of the software package has been made to purchase GENEUS GL system
from SVOA Center. The selected software package costs 9,650 Bahts which meets the
set budget of 10,000 Bahts and also meets the objectives and scope of the project as
well as meets the user requirements.
GENEUS GL system is the application software program used to automate the
routine tasks of the accounting function. After recording the daily transactions, the
system will automatically post data to update ledger, close the accounts, and generate
financial statements at the end of the accounting period. The program contains several
features and capacities necessary to support the current functions as well as any
expansion in future. The processing steps of the system consist of three main steps; (1)
the beginning stage which is done only once, (2) daily operation, and (3) closing
process.
The performance evaluation has been made to determine the success of the new
system. The computerized system has provided many benefits to the accounting
department and to the company. It can automate monotonous jobs, increase the speed
of closing process, reduce data entry errors and provide more timely financial
information. The cost-benefit analysis also resulted that the benefits exceeded costs.
The output of the new system also help the management to make better decision and
plan for the future. The general ledger system of Vision Technology Co., Ltd. has been
computerized successfully determined by the measures of system success such as high
levels of system use, user satisfactions with the system, favorable attitudes of users
about information systems, achieved objectives, and financial payoff to the
organization.
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7.2 Recommendations
The selection of software package in this project is suitable for small projects
with limited budget. For large-scale projects with more time and money to implement,
the selection decision may be different. Suppose the company in this project would like
to computerize the whole accounting systems which include general ledger, inventory
control, acccounts receivable, accounts payable, etc., the acquisition cost of GENEUS
package will become more expensive than other brands on the list. But as discussed
earlier, cost is not the only factor for making the decision. Other factors, such as the
quality of the software, vendor support and viability of vendor are considered more
important than cost. When the scope of project becomes larger and the purchased
amount is more significant the issuance of a request for proposal (RFP) may be needed.
Issuing an RFP, though, may be more time consuming, will often result in a more
thorough consideration of the available products. One method we can use to decide
among the various products is called the weighted scoring method. Weighted scoring
method gives alternative products a single score based on the extent to which they meet
selected criteria. Weighted scoring method is used to support decision, rather than as
the final arbiter of software selection. Before making acquisition decision, other
sources of data should also be sought, including other users, industry groups, and
software rating services. For software acquisition, this phase of the evaluation process
is more important. It is almost impossible to determine all the limitations of a large
software system. Also, software systems are even more dependent on the reliability and
continued existence of the vendor. The level of service provided by the vendor is best
determined by talking to other users. One thing that makes software acquisition so
risky is that we are not just betting on the software product but also on the vendor. A
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business failure of the vendor will usually mean the loss of software maintenance
support for their product. Finally, the good software package is lost from the market.
In addition to these considerations, implementing a new information system is
just as much as organizational change process as it is a technical process.
Implementation involves more than installing a piece of software, turning it on, and
moving on to the next software project. New systems often entail new ways of
performing the same work, new working relationships, and new skills. Users have to be
trained. Disruptions in work procedures have to be found and addressed. System
implementation may be phased in over many weeks or even months. Management and
users will want to know how long the implementation will take, how much training will
be required, and how disruptive the process will be. If the new system calls for high
levels of cooperation across departments when current operations involve very little of
such cooperation, your management may not be willing to support such a system.
Management may be willing to support a system that requires making a little more
funding available if it means a little less of a change in the status quo than we might
believe is necessary.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLES OF ACCOUNTING REPORTS
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Figure A.12. Cost of Sales Statement - Radio Transceiver.
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Figure A.16. Consolidated Income Statement.
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Figure A.17. Balance Sheet - Assets.
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Figure A.18. Balance Sheet - Liabilities & Owner's Equity.
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Figure A.19. Income Statement (compared with same period last year) - CCTV.
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Figure A.20. Income Statement (compared with same period last year) - Radio.
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A .21 . Consolidated Income Statement (compared with same period last year).
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Figure A.22. Financial Ratio Analysis Report.
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